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CURRENT TECHNOLOGY OF PARTICLE PHYSICS DETECTORS*

T. Ludlam

Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY 11973

I. New Facilities for New Physics

Detection of particles is the experimental tool for both

nuclear and elementary particle physics. In particle physics, more

so than in nuclear, the evolution of the field has been closely

coupled to the development of improved techniques for detecting and

measuring an ever-widening spectrum of particle properties. The

continuing quest for higher collision energies, and correspondingly

rarer and more complex phenomena, has led to an exponential growth

in the capabilities of accelerators and detectors, and a field in

which much of the research is concentrated in a relatively small

number of big detector systems at large accelerator facilities. At

present these facilities are epitomized by a number of colliding

beam accelerators which are at various stages from planning to

actual operation. These facilities and some of their characteristic

parameters are listed in Table I. Not all of HEP is done at colli-

ders, but these facilities are currently most influential in driving

the technologies of particle detectors. Note that one of the facili-

ties listed, RHIC, is a nuclear physics initiative, albeit with

detector requirements similar in many ways to its HEP counterparts.

At each of these facilities the experimental program involves sever-

al hundred physicists working with a relatively small number of

large detector systems. These large detectors, ranging in cost from

$20 M to $100 M, are actually integrated systems of many different

detector technologies and components.

This research supported in part by the U.S. Department of Energy
under Contract DE-ACO2-76CHOOO16.



Table I.
High Energy Colliding Beam Facilities

Accelerator

First Operation

Beams

No. Interaction
Regions

Maximum bean
Energy (CeV)

Luminosity
Ccm~a sec"1)

Event Rate
(sec"')

v 'Proposed dates;

SPS
CERH

1981

PP

2

400

1«io3°

5-10*

Tevatron
Feroilab

1986

PP

2 large
2 small

1000

1.1030

5-10"

facilities not yet

TRISTAN
KEK

1986

e+e"

4

30

2»1031

20

funded.

SIX
sue
1987

e*e"

1

50

1«io3O

1

LEP
CERN

1989

4

60

1.6«to31

•

20

HERA
DESI

1990

ep

3

28/820
(e/p)

1.5.1031

103

BHIC
BNL

1992"

Au*Au

6
(4 initially)

20,000
(100/nucleon)

ssc

1994*

PP

4

20,000

1.1Q31(protons) \X\O3Z
4.1026(Au)

103(Au) 108



The operational meaning of the term "particle detection" has

changed considerably over the past two decades as the available

collision energy, and hence the resolving power of experiments has

gone up several orders of magnitude. Not long ago the "elementary"

particles cf interest were the entries in an ever-longer list of

leptona and hadrons. These were produced in few-body final states

(i.e., less than 10) in which precise momentum measurements and some

selection among pions, kaons and protons were the basic requirements

for sorting out resonances, often in exclusive channels. Experi-

ments with bubble chambers or straight-forward magnetic spectrom-

eters were typical.

The discovery of cftarm, the understanding of quark confinement

In the QCD framework and the development of what is now called the

standard model of electro-weak interactions has brought great

changes in the character of particle detection. The characteristic

lifetimes of charmed mesons and baryons, with mean path lengths of a

few hundred, micro-meters, has spurred the development of tracking

chambers with position resolution in the 5-50 pro range. The import-

ance of jets has led to highly sophisticated systems of well-seg-

mented calorimeters. The special role of leptons, the need to iso-

late single high energy electrons, muons and even neutrinos in an

environment of high track density has had a significant influence on

the development of track chambers (pattern recognition with many,

closely spaced tracks;, the need to cover very large areas), calorim-

etry (precise missing-energy measurements in "hermetic" detectors),

and particle identification (development of transition radiation

detectors and ring-imaging Cerenkov detectors, for example).

In the quest for a plasma of quarks and gluons with high snergy

collisions of heavy nuclei, the need to contend with extremely high

track densities is not confined to small solid angles and rare

events, but is the normal state of affairs in an environment where

typical events may have many thousands of final-state particles. In

this case it may be argued that with so many particles it needn't be

essential to measure each one individually, but rather to measure



local fluxes of energy, as with calorimeters, treating the whole as

a classical wave of hadrons. Still, it remains necessary to resolve

certain special particles, such as leptons.

In the search for phenomena beyond the standard model, e.g.,

for Higgs particles and manifestations of supersymmetry, the detect-

or systems must be capable of reconstructing the M-vectora of quark

and gluon Jets and combining them to examine the effective mass of

multi-jet systems. This is certainly a giant step beyond the tradi-

tional spectroscopy in which we search for resonance bumps in few-

particle mass spectra.

Event rates play an important role in the technology of detect-

ors. While the e+e~ machines in Table I have relatively low inter-

action rates (a few per second, typically) the proposed SSC, with

luminosity 1o33 sec"'' cm~2, will have an event rate approaching 10^

sec"1.

The coupling between high energy and high luminosity is of

course no accident. The purpose of high energy supercolliders is to

extend upward the mass scale of particle states which mediate the

observable phenomena. The higher the mass the smaller the cross

section and hence the need for ever-higher interaction rates to accu-

mulate statistically accurate samples. High rates and complex

events are facts of life in future generations of high energy colli-

der experiments.

II. Position Sensitive Detectors

The precise measurement of charged particle trajectories is a

familiar requirement for momentum measurement in magnetic spectrom-

eters. As noted above, today's detector systems often make special

demands on tracking detectors, calling for extremes of multitrack

resolution and/or rate capability, and in the special cases of high

resolution "vertex detectors" we must seek the fundamental limits of

position accuracy. These limits are set by thermal noise and the

scattering inherent in the mechanism of signal deposition 1t2,3.



The performance capabilities of several different techniques are

summarized in Table II.

For many years multi-wire proportional chambers and drift chamb-

ers have been the work horses for both high energy and nuclear

physics. Measurements of sub-millimeter accuracy can be made with

very thin wire chambers covering large areas (many square meters),

or volumes (cubic meters). An important feature of these detectors

is their very high rate capability, which can exceed 10^ particle

hits per wire per second1*.

Drift chamber principles have been applied to many ingenious

detector geometries. The most important intrinsic limitations to

the accuracy of these detectors are

i) The relatively sparse distribution of ionization

charge along the track (=300 \w between clusters of

ionization electrons for a minimum ionizing track in

.' atmospheric pressure gas), and

ii) diffusion of the drifting electrons. The effect of

diffusion in various gases is displayed in Fig. 1.

Typically, these effects impose limits on r.m.s. spatial resolu-

tion at the 153-200 um level in large detectors. One of the most

important avenues of detector development in recent years has been

to extend the drift chamber concept to produce an electronic detect-

or capable of giving track "images" with the visual quality typical-

ly associated with bubble and streamer chambers. The important diff-

erence between such truly visual detectors and the classical planar

wire chamber is that in a bubble chamber, for example, each bubble

gives a track point whose position is known in all three space dimen-

sions, and there are many bubbles along each track, whereas in an

array of wire chambers a measurement at each wire plane gives only

the coordinate in the plane perpendicular to the wires, and the posi-

tion along the wire is not known. In fact, methods have now been



Table II.

Position Sensitive Charged Particle Detectors

Semiconductor
Strip detector
CCD

Scintillating fiber
Drift chamber

Typical

Limit

Position
Accuracy (\m)

5
10

-100

200

<-50

Resolution
Elements
per cm2

200

0.1

1

Maximum
Instantaneous

Rate per Element

10*
103

107

106

107

\ '

2.I03

"g5.!02

£
a.

2.102

IO2

ARGON

CH.

0.1

_ LOWER LIMIT
FROM

- TEMPERATURE
kT=2.5.IO'2

1 1 1 1 i ' • • • '

CO2 -

0.5 1.0
E0(kV/cm)at I atm.

Fig. 1 Characteristic diffusion lengths, as function of electric
field strength, for electrons in various gases at STP.



developed for localizing the position of the avalanche along the

wire. One way of doing this employs resistive anode wires and read-

out electronics to measure the pulse height at each end of every

mode wire. The ratio of pulse heights at the two ends of a wire

determines the position along the wire, with typical r.m.s. accuracy

of about 1 cm. This technique is referred to as "charge division"5.

Another approach Is to measure the induced charge on segmented cath-

odes ("Pads") which are segmented along the wire direction. The

centroid of the measured charge distribution on these pads locates

the position along the anode wires and with a sufficiently large

number of readouts this can be done with submillimeter accuracy^.

Figure 2 illustrates the technique. Figure 3 shows an example of a

large-volume "imaging" drift chamber? and an event which it recorded.

With such a device a volume of -10 a? is made fully sensitive with

an effective cell size for track resolution of a few mm3 and with a

sufficiently small amount of material that tracks emerging from the

detector have their trajectories virtually undisturbed.

Another direction being vigorously pursued in the development

of improved tracking chambers involves efforts to significantly

enhance the resolving power, both the position resolution and the

ability to resolve pairs of nearby tracks. For wire chambers, speci-

ally designed electrode structures coupled with advances in electron-

ics as well as advances in the knowledge of the physics of charge

transport and collection in gases have led to a number of devices

that approach the limits of resolution listed in Table II. An

example of such techniques^ is shown in Fig. k. Here the anode wire

is shielded in such a way as to collect only the charge from a limit-

ed segment of the particle track, reducing the time-smearing effects

of the geometric spread in arrival time as ionization charge drifts

toward the wire. Also, the gas mixture used has CO2 as its primary

component: a gas for which electron diffusion is minimized, as seen

in Fig. 1. Figure 5 illustrates a practical realisation of such an

electrode structure^, using wire electrodes at various potentials to

achieve the chanelling effect. This chamber has achieved r.m.s.
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Fig. 3a The central track detector of the UA-1 dipole
spectrometer (Ref. 7).
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Fig. 3b A high energy pp event recorded in the UA-1
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spatial resolution of < 70 pm, and double-track resolution - 600 ym.

Some other ideas for achieving this kind of resolution in wire chamb-

ers can be found in Ref. 2.

Whereas wire chambers are pushed toward fundamental limits to

achieve such resolution, a new class of detector has recently

received broad attention for which the inherent spatial resolution

is - 10 ym. The development of very high resolution position-sensit-

ive semiconductor detectorslot11 has followed from years of experi-

ence in low energy nuclear physics experiments with unsegmented semi-

conductor detectors, plus the realization of large-scale integrated

circuit techniques for putting many detector elements on a single

silicon wafer.

The characteristic property of a single-crystal silicon semi-

conductor is th* small separation between the conduction and valence

band of electron energies. The mean energy deposited per electron-

hole pair is 3.6 eV (cf. 26 eV per ion pair in argon gas). Figure 6

illustrates how a signal is developed as a charged particle (

traverses a silicon semiconductor detector element. For a

relativistic (minimum-ionizing) particle the rate of energy loss is

=3 MeV/cm, corresponding to 80 electron-hole pairs per micron of

track length in silicon* This charge drifts in the applied field Ev

inducing a signal charge on the collection electrodes; there is no

avalanche gain. Electrons and holes drift with nearly the saae

velocity; the hole mobility is the smaller and gives typical drift

velocity of 1 cm/sec. Thus, as shown in Fig. 6, collection times

can be - 100 nsec for detector thicknesses - 1 millimeter.

The collection field E cannot be established with simple ohmic

contacts between the silicon crystal and electrodes, as the finite

resistivity of the semiconductor would result in a current flow

("leakage current") whose fluctuations would overwhelm the signal.

Hence a diode structure is used. An n-type region with an excess of
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free electrons is Joined to a p-type region which has more holes.

Near the junction the diffusion of charge establishes a region which

Is depleted of free charge carriers, blocking the current. The

thickness of this depletion layer (XQ) is determined by the bias

voltage (V) and the resistivity (p) of the semiconductor material.

For ailicon,

XD (mm) = O.5/pV

with p in Kfl-cm and V in kV. The entire sensitive volume of a detec-

tor must be depleted. To achieve depletion layers of a few hundred

microns thickness requires extremely pure silicon: typically a

resistivity - 10 KQ-cm is required, corresponding to impurity levels

of - 10^3 atoms per cm3 (about 1 part In 1010!).

The construction of a silicon microstrip detector is illustra-

ted in Fig. 7a. Its application and readout geometry is ouch like

that of a tiny wire chamber: a silicon wafer is subdivided into

many strip electrodes, each of which acts as a diode detector

element as described above. Space resolution figures -lOpm are

achieved with such detectors and, because of the fine granularity,

high track densities can be tolerated. A serious limitation of

these devices is that, In the simplest case, every strip must have

its own chain of readout electronics. In some cases it is possible

to interpolate among groups of strips, nevertheless it is generally

true that a few square centimeters of detector may require square

meters of fan-outs and amplifier cards for the readout. Several

methods are now being explored to overcome this problem (see

Radeka1^). One approach is to integrate much of the front-end

amplification and readout logic onto the detector chip; another is

to develop charge coupled devices (CCD), such as are now common in

video applications, as charged particle detectors. This approach is

illustrated schematically in Fig. 7b. Figure 7c shows the principle

of a "semiconductor drift chamber."
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Not surprisingly, the more one pushes toward very high resolu-

tion in position-sensitive detectors, the more difficult it becomes

to cover large areas or volumes with such a detector. High resolu-

tion drift chambers in general require very fine, closely spaaed

wii'e electrodes with very stringent mechanical tolerances, and are

difficult to construct if the wire lengths, for example, exceed a

few tens of centimeters. Silicon detectors are limited by wafer

technology to linear dimensions of only a few cm. The high density

of readout makes the cost per unit area very high for such

detectors.

III. Particle Identification

Traditionally, particle identification has referred to a determ-

ination of the particle mass and has applied to discrimination among

pions, kaons,' and protons. While this remains important, the identi-

fication of other types of particles, e.g., leptons, photons, and

heavy flavor particles with characteristic lifetimes in the range

10~10 to lO"^ sec, and the identification of particles through the

invariant mass of their decay products has become increasingly impor-

tant. In the new physics of supercollider's the measurement of jet-

jet invariant masses is expected to be a means of isolating Higgs

bosons and other very massive particle states^.

Among the more classical means of particle identification,

those which involve the identification of photons are currently

receiving a great deal of attention for high energy physics detect-

ors. Highly segmented, high resolution detectors of single photons

in the uv and x-ray range, capable of covering large areas, are

being developed for ring-imaging Cerenkov detectors and the measure-

ment of transition radiation.

The ring-imaging Cerenkov technique has been a long time in

development, and is just now being realized in practical detectors



covering large solid angles. The concept is illustrated in Fig. 8.

Here the cone of Cerenkov light emitted from a charged track is

foeussed into a ring by a spherical mirror. The diameter of the

ring Image is related to the Cerenkov angle, and hence to the

velocity. The center of the ring gives the track position. The

essential development to make such a detector feasible is a large

area, highiy segmented photon detector with sufficient sensitivity

to produce many photons in a ring even for rather short lengths of

radiator. Special uv sensitive wire chambers have been successfully

developed for this purpose, an. example of which13 13 seen in Fig. 8.

These detectors are made possible by the discovery of organic

compounds with very low photoionization potential which can be added

to the normal drift chamber gas to produce a high quantum efficiency

for uv photons, in the range E<10 eV, which are transmitted through

calcium fluoride or fused quartz windows.

Recent developments in transition radiation detectors have

improved both the sensitivity, and the multitrack capability of these

devices. These detectors are primarily used to discriminate elect-

rons from hadrons. In the phenomenon of transition radiation, a

highly relativistic particle moving in the discontinuous dielectric

medium emits x-ray photons whose intensity is proportional to the

Lorentz factor Y. A measurement of this radiation offers a means of

particle identification in the ultra-relativistic regime (8Y>500)

where methods sensitive to the particle velocity are not useful.

Many detailed studies have been carried out to optimize the radiator

for such measurements. One such optimization1 ** resulted in a radia-

tor consisting of -1000 layers of lithium foil, each 50 vm thick,

totaling about 2% of a radiation length. The radiator does not

always consist of foils: volumes of closely-packed bits of carbon

fiber have been successfully used as a radiator15, and means of crea-

ting low-density "plastic foams" have been considered. Figure 9

illustrates a configuration of radiator plus photon detector cur-

rently being used16. Here the wire chamber and its high speed

readout electronics are designed to resolve individual clusters of
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ionization electrons In the wire chamber. In this way the dE/dx

signals from charged tracks (small clusters) can be distinguished

from the signals due to absorption of x-ray quanta (large clusters).

The sensitivity to the TR signal is enhanced and the techniques

discussed above for high resolution and multitrack capability in

wire chambers can be brought to bear.

IV. Calorimetry

Calorimeters measure the energy and position of particles

through total absorption17. Among the reasons why this technique is

attractive for high energy physics are the following:

i) It is the only way to measure neutral particles among the

secondaries produced in high energy collisions.

ii) The relative accuracy of the total energy loss measurement

(a statistical process) improves with increasing E as E"1'2.

Therefore, with the increasing energy of accelerators,

absorptive spectroscopy ia becoming frequently more

accurate than measurements with magnetic spectrometers —

especially if large solid-angle coverage is required.

iii) The signal from these detectors is developed on a time

scale of 10"*8 to 10*7 sec and is therefore useful for very

fast trigger decisions.

It is useful to group calorimeters according to the type cf

incident particle to be detected. Electrons and photons interact

electromagnetically with the absorbing material through processes

such as bremsstrahlung, pair production, and Compton scattering.

The magnitudes of these cross sections set the scale for the size

and depth of "electromagnetic calorimeters", the characteristic

length being the radiation length, Xo
 = 180 A/Z2 (g cm"2). Hadrons,



on the other hand, Interact mainly through the strong force and

hence the nuclear Interaction length Is the appropriate scale.

In recent years much has been learned about the properties of

electromagnetic and hadronic showers, and there has been rapid devel-

opment of instrumentation to realize the intrinsic resolution of

calorimeters^.

In Table III we list the major contributions to the final resol-

ution of practical detectors. For electromagnetic showers, the intr-

insic fluctuations set a limit so small as to be seldom approached

in practice. The most precise electromagnetic measurements are

achieved with homogeneous shower counters, in which the entire

volume responds with a measurable 3ignal to the passage of charged

particles. The familiar sodium iodide crystal is one such detector

with excellent performance, in which resolution values close to the

shower fluctuation limit have been obtained for energies = 1 CeV.

At higher energies, however, the measurement of electromagnetic

showers in this and other detectors is dominated by various instru-

mental limitations.

Table IV summarizes the performance characteristics of a number

of homogeneous shower detectors^, j have singled out 3 for

particular scrutiny, two of which - Barium Fluoride and BGO - are of

high current interest for high energy physics. The energy

resolution obtained with BGO, and its time response, are vary

similar to sodium iodide. Its mechanical properties are much better

than Nal, and it is nearly twice as dense. If we look at the costs,

which I have written in below the table, we see that BCO costs ten

times as much as K'al by volume. However, for a well-designed

detector system, in which the segmentation of the e.m. shower

detector is scaled to the shower size, the essential consideration

is cost, per cubic radiation length. In these terms BGO is actually

cheaper than Mai at current prices.

Barium fluoride crystal has two scintillation lines, one of

which has a characteristic decay time less than one nanosecond.

Thus, unlike Nal or BGO, this detector could operate at the rates



Contributing
mechanisms
(add in quadrature)

Table III.

' Limitations to energy resolution

Electromagnetic showers Hadronic showers

Intrinsic shower Track length fluctuations: Fluctuations in the mechanism of
fluctuations a/E =» 0.005A/E IGeV! energy loss:

a/E=*0.50/vE[GeV];

With compensation for nuclear effects:
ff/E=*0.20A/E(GeVl

Sampling fluctuations * a/E =» 0.04v'AE/E . <x/E=«0.09v'AE/E

Instrumental effects Noise and pedestal width: a/E — 1/E
- determine minimum detectable signal;
- limit low-energy performance.

Calibration errors; non-uniformities: a/E ~ constant
- limit high-energy performance.

Incomplete containment a/E — log E
of shower For leakage fraction ^ few %: non-linear response
(energy leakage) and non-Gaussian "tail".

a AE ~ enerzy loss by a sinsie chsrzsd panicie in one tampiing layer, measured in MeV; E » total energy, measured
inGeV.



Table IV.

Propcriics end Performances or Homogeneous e.m. Shower Detectors

Deucior
type

NalfTU Cil(TI) llaFi Scintillating Lead flats TKIICO,) liquid
glass Sit, PhO + 4J'/« SIO, *llclican*

Liquid
•lion

Radiation
length (cm)

Density - '.
(g/cm1)

Detection
mechanism

Energy
rciohition
(EinOcV) -

Principal
limitation

Signal"
(plioio cl/GcV)

Characteristic
lime (us) m .

Itad. damage
at appi.iloic"
(Gy) .

Mechanical
stability

-References

1.7

Scimillation

-O.aiSKm'"< 1

Shower tiuciuations
optically

non-tinifonn

- 1 0 *

JiO.

< 10

Hygroscopic.
Iragilc

|J4. iJ . 57|

1.16

4 51

Scintillation

Comparable
lo Nal(l 1)

Similar to
Nal(TI)

- 5 x 10*

900

* ID

Very good

u
4.9

Scinlilbllon
(10*. around 210 nm.
KOV. aiounJJIOnm)

Comparable
lo Mal(l 1)

Llglil collection
non*iiiiiforniiiics

- 1 0 '

0.6; 3Q0

- J 0 f

Good

|7J.V«I

1.12

^•13

Scintillation

Comparable
lo Nal(TI)

Similar
lo Nal(TI)

- 1 0 *

350.

- t o

Good

- 4

- 3 . S

Scintillation

- 0.002 E*" 1

Phoion
statitiici
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• implied by luminosities - 1033 cm~2 see"1. The problem is that the

fast component emits in the uv, and so efficient detection raises

problems similar to those discussed in conjunction with the develop-

ment of ring-imaging Cerenkov counters'^.

For hadrons, sampling calorimeters are required. Figure 10

ahows the measured energy resolution for various configurations,

compared with the values derived from Table III. The nature of the

hadronic interaction is such that a considerable fraction of the

Incident particle's energy is spent in reactions which do not result

in an observable signal in the detector. The intrinsic shower

shower fluctuations which limit the resolution of hadronic

calorimeters are due in large measure to fluctuations in this unseen

energy. Some of this energy is carried by muons and neutrinos which

leave the detector without interacting. The most consequential

component of "invisible energy" is that which goes into excitation

and breakup of the nuclei in the absorber material. Experimentally

this is most clearly demonstrated by comparing the signal from

incident electrons, where these nuclear effects are absent, to that

from hadrons of the same energy. Typically the electron signal is

on the average 30 to 50% greater than for hadrons. Since the

hadronic cascade has a large and widely fluctuating electromagnetic

component (due to ir° production), this difference in resonse is the

dominant contribution to the resolution width unless it can be

corrected for event-by-event.

A direct method for improving the energy resolution of hadronic

calorimeters by correcting the nuclear fluctuations is based on the

use of 238u as absorber material. In the uranium absorber some of

the normally invisible energy expended in nuclear breakup leads to

neutron-induced fission, which in turn produces detectable energy in

the calorimeter, mostly in the form of soft photons. This method of

fission compensation leads to the smaller of the two values shown in

Table IV for the intrinsic fluctuations in hadronic showers.

Spatial resolution and segmentation are of increasing

importance as experimental goals move toward such challenges as



jet-Jet effective mass reconstruction and the mapping out of energy

flow in events with thousands of final-state particles. Figures 11

and 12 show an example of how a large-area, large solid-angle

uranium/scintillator detector20 was segmented Into many hundreds of

individually read out "towers" 20 cm * 20 cm. Recently, uranium/

liquid argon calorimeters have been designed to achieve even higher

degrees of energy- and spatial-resolution21*22.
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